
9th Software Framework meeting (3/8/16: 1:30pm)   

Att (12  + 5 (Skype for Business)) [17]  

Held at UCL, London.  

 

Physically at UCL: Harry Tsoumpas, David Atkinson, Martin Turner, Claudia Prieto, Alaleh 

Rashidnasab, Jan Softa, Palak Wadhwa, Nikos Efthimiou, Ron Fowler, Evgueni Ovtchinnikov, 

Kris Thielemans, Ottavia Bertolli 

 

Apologies : Dee Tarday   

 

Remote Links: Julian Matthews, Andrew Reader, Tanuj Puri, Christoph Kolbitsch, Luc Bidaut 

 

 

KT gave an overview of CCP PETMR. This included an architectural overview of the 

framework; with mention of the scanner  manufacturer’s bespoke data formats. Main 

languages for integration chosen are MATLAB and Python 

 

KT: Software Status: key items 

- STIR and Gadgetron are the underlying platforms: other packages are welcome to be 

integrated (even by themselves) 

- PET interface was described (previous meeting) including geometric acquisition, with static 

iterative architecture and static Poisson loglikelihood object function 

- MR interface -- see below 

- Fully sampled acquisition and initial parallel imaging 

- Generic functionality – image manipulation etc, 

- File Formats -- see below 

- Licensed sw is on github and includes a VM for download (updatable system) 

- Precompiled distribution for Windows – see below. 

 

EO: Demonstration 

Aim is to make STIR and Gadgetron usable within Python and MATLAB 

- Defined the MR acquisition model: Ax=b (b = acquisition data, x = object image) 

Reconstruction creates “image” = x’ where (x’ ~ x)  so can refine the reconstruction  

- DEMO (in both python and MATLAB) given of steepest descent algorithm:  

      f(x) = || A(x’ + h) – b ||�   

- Included a new help feature 

On the website:  

- VM is downloadable, includes update feature (“update VM.sh”) and predemo (“python 

demo1a.py”). 

- Precompiled libraries for windows is being tested. 

 

Q on availability instructions for MATLAB with VM – included show-and-tell 

 

RF: Continuous testing strategy:  

Jenkins Build Server linking to GitHub; is used as a Continuous Build Server (unit, integration 

and system testing were covered):– giving confidence in correctness of code 

etc.,  and  allowing different architectures to be compiled for (on hourly basis or other timing 

options). 

DEMO given from Jenkins for a PETMR subset on the demon.py files; with Null type input – 

and show output (inc email response).  

- Next to write more explicit value tests (python and MATLAB) 



 

Q sync with GitHub for CCPFORGE site (possibly just build version). 

 

NE: Single scattering (simulation / estimation) presentation 

Scatter estimation algorithm described (iterative process to estimate scatter background 

based on Klein-Nishina forward model of scatter). 

Description of STIR modifications implementing this algorithm in a STIR class (current STIR 

has an implementation using various bash scripts) 

Graph of reconstruction with scatter correction and image results after a few iterations. 

 

Q on gated / timing and motion issues from multiple sinograms. A: might be doable by 

implementing a loop over time frames/gates. More sophisticated stuff will need to be done 

later. 

 

DA: ISMRMD 2.0,  coil sensitivity and noise 

- Version 2.0 of the data format is being considered; including additional information from 

sources such as ECG, field camera; stream numbers; indexing for large datasets; etc 

- Gadgetron (Hangout) showed an example of a Docker session with an interactive image 

viewer (inside Spyder) [Docker instructions are here: http://gadgetron.github.io/tutorial/ 

Viewer is here: https://github.com/ismrmrd/ismrmrd-python-

tools/blob/master/ismrmrdtools/imageviewer.py ]  

- Forward coil sensitivity model; y_i = PFS_i m was described.  Combining coil images is an 

issue; use of SENSE (optimal) but susceptible to noise/motion and limited FOV. Compared 

with use of GRAPPA that needs separate coil images and combination. 

- Noise (often thermal noise) from the whole body (not just excited region), often ‘white’ in 

frequency – noise covariance can be used in reconstruction (detected by turning on receiver 

before start – one per coil). 

- ISMRM Sunrise courses by Hansen & Beatty 

(http://hansenms.github.io/sunrise/sunrise2013/) plus 2014 & 2015  

 

Q discussion on if there is a standard method for this operation; and/or if there is some open 

source software available (Matlab). Suggestion to use code from Sunrise courses. 

 

OB: GE PET file format 

Current function moves/bin list mode data to projection data (sinograms) but no support for 

GE data. STIR executable: 

>lm_to_projdata parameter-file 

Need new (rewrite) classes to include the GE list mode data formats.  

 

KT Other Items 

- What to do when STIR or Gadgetron updates and when to incorporate within CCPPETMR. 

Action consider sync points – once every six months (mainly for Gadgetron) 

Dates etc: 

- ISMRM 7-9 Sep @ Leeds: Informal Gathering 7 Sep 

- UCL PETMR Symposium 21-23 Sep: 10
th

 Software Framework Meeting 21 September  

- IEEE MIC 29 Oct – 6 Nov 

- WG end of November – TBA 

 

See website for registrations etc. 

 

== 



Extra: 

Action: how to create #CCPPETMR tags on GitHub and publications. 

Action RF: check about GitHub sync and Jenkins on CCPForge 

== 

 

 

 

 


